Signal Head Display Notes

Vehicle Signal Heads
1. All vehicle heads shall have 12" lenses. All yellow vehicle heads shall be the conventional type. All red and green vehicle heads shall have LED light sources.
2. All vehicle heads shall be installed on type "W" mounting.
3. All ped heads shall be the LED type.
4. Double ped heads shall be installed on type "K" mounting, single ped heads shall be installed on type "E" mounting.
5. All vehicle heads shall have backplates.

Pedestrian Signal Heads
1. All vehicle heads shall have 12" lenses. All yellow vehicle heads shall be the conventional type. All red and green vehicle heads shall have LED light sources.
2. All vehicle heads shall be installed on type "W" mounting.
3. All ped heads shall be the LED type.
4. Double ped heads shall be installed on type "K" mounting, single ped heads shall be installed on type "E" mounting.
5. All vehicle heads shall have backplates.